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About This Game

What kills you makes you stronger! Play as the red shirted fool as he jumps on spikes, drowns, ingests poison and finds other
horrible ways to die, and then uses his corpses to reach the end! Play through over 30 levels while listening to a great retro

soundtrack by VVVVVV composer, SoulEye. Are the story mode and bonus stages not enough for you? Try one of the levels
that didn't make the cut on the steam workshop, or make your own for others to play! And once you've died a bunch, try

flinging your corpses around on the title screen! It's quite satisfying.
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Title: Respawn Man
Genre: Action, Indie
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Evan (Solidplasma) Peiperl
Publisher:
Solidplasma
Release Date: 21 Dec, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8 or 10

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 128MB

Storage: 115 MB available space
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I don't normally pay full price for games on release, but seeing the marketing for this game had me intrigued. So I treated
myself and bought the game ready to install for release. So far I am happy with my decision.

2.5 hours in and I feel like I'm really just getting started with the meat and bones of the story. That's not to say it's a slow start,
rather that the character introductions, theme, and atmosphere as so well done and expertly integrated into the game-play that if
feels like you're reading a book, watching a movie and playing a game all in one.

Not much more I can say really, the strength of this game is in the atmosphere of it, which if you let it will suck you in entirely.

Edit. I'm now 6+ hours into the game and the narrative is still going strong, that passed the value for money threshold for me.
Also forgot to mention how good the music is.. very fun game. This is a nice pack of medieval buildings. If you're not into
parallax mapping this could help you to make your cities look more interesting. However it's obviously not enough to create
more than 3\/4 different town styles.
You've got wooden buildings for some kind of forest village and cobblestone buildings, each with two different roof types. The
buildings themselves are really cool and inspiring!

As I'm doing parallax mapping myself, this pack was not really meant for me. There could be more parallax tiles, especially the
arcs for the church and the roofs. But that's nitpicking - you can easily salvage the finished buildings for the parts you need.
Also parts like the bell, the doors or the auto-tiles are very well done and can be used with other buildings and tile sets.

Overall, I don't really approve this DLC, because I like to put buildings together myself and it's not really helping people who
want their own buildings, but can't parallax. But the tiles themselves are great and I can still rearrange and use them in different
ways, so I'll give this a thump-up.
. Out of the ten minutes I played the game, I would say I spent maybe two minutes outside loading screens \u2014 and that's me
being generous. Had to force a shutdown during the second loading screen I encountered because the scene was taking
ridiculously long to load. A real bummer, since from what little I could play the game looks good and I'm quite intrigued by the
story, but with how long the loading times are as of now, I find the game unplayable as it is currently.. Very fun, easy to
understand, but very difficult puzzle game! It's very easy to play this non-stop and really get immersed.
The design is quite simple, and the graphics are pretty, but it is most definately a puzzle game that will stump you.

Fantastic game!
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All 3 games are basically just one and the same game! Why would they split the game in 3 parts?. Crossovers and promotions
are not exactly uncommon in Payday 2\u2122, so it's natural to expect a movie-related DLC when the themes work decently
together. This one, though...it wasn't hyped up or really related to anything coming out soon, and it feels like a blatant cash grab,
yet it isn't bad. I guess the only way to explain its oddness would be to break down what's in the pack.

THE CHARACTER: The lore of Payday 2\u2122 meshes with the classic gangster movie Scarface\u2122 with the
addition of this new character! Equipped with his Little Friend\u2122 DMR+GL and Lumber Lite L2
Chainsaw\u2122, this Cuban heister is a worthy addition to the Payday Gang\u2122. That's right, you can play as the
legendary Tony Montana\u2122 in this...

Hold on, just got a call from some Swedish number. Probably a wrong number, but I'll take it.

...Okay, I've just been informed that this character is not Tony Montana\u2122, the protagonist of the hit movie
Scarface\u2122. He is, in fact, called Scarface\u2122, and he is an original heister who models himself after the movie
itself. Also, his name is Tony, but the real Tony Montana\u2122 is dead in canon.

In the pack's defense, that is a clever way to allow a Tony Montana\u2122-like character in the game without him being
80 years old or so. Anyway, he says "EY" a lot and talks big about his\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 so his
energetic and boisterous personality doesn't feel out of place with the others. Plus, he has a pinstripe suit. Who hasn't
wanted that in the game?

THE WEAPONS: A fun primary and a useless melee. The Little Friend 7.62\u2122 is a unique weapon that allows you
to swap between a high-powered DMR and an underbarrel grenade launcher, circumventing the need to carry them as
separate weapons. The weapon has a bad ammo pickup rate and low default ammo, but that can be mitigated with the
right skills. Even then, you can last for a while if you don't overuse one part of the Little Friend 7.62\u2122 over the
other.

The Lumber Lite L2 Chainsaw\u2122. A roaring, frothing madness of a chainsaw.\u2122 No one wants to get close
when you're swinging this chainsaw.\u2122 Nobody wants to admit that this chainsaw deals the same damage as the
weapon butt melee, only with a slower swing speed.\u2122 Nobody wants this chainsaw.\u2122 Don't bother with this
melee, as the Kunai, Taser, Weapon Butt, and Electric Brass Knuckles are much better.\u2122

THE PERK DECK: The Kingpin\u2122 perk deck is a surprisingly-viable option for all difficulties. Instead of tossing
grenades, you press the throw button to instantly get 6 seconds of near-invincibility, soaking up lethal damage and
healing yourself by dishing it out. It makes for a great Bulldozer-killing rush or a charge through a cluster of enemies.
It's the perfect drug-fueled solution when you gotta get a grip on a chaotic shootout. My only complaint is that it does
not work well with dodge builds. Armor builds are best-suited for this perk deck.

 THE MASKS: Meh.\u2122

THE VERDICT: Overkill may be done with their expensive drills and safes, but they still aren't above nickel and
diming us for new content. I would be lying if I said this was a bad pack, though. The Kingpin\u2122 perk deck and
Little Friend 7.62\u2122 are worth the price of admission, and the titular character is pretty fun to play as. If you run a
dodge build, you won't find much use from this pack, but armor builds will enjoy the additions of this pack.

Buy this on sale.\u2122 It might be a stretch to pay 5 dollars for it, but it is fun and provides some new playstyle
options for heisters.. Endless is so addictive ! Thank you !. 6.5/10
I recommend the game just barely it was enjoyable to a certain degree wished it was longer, some of the continuous
potion production and food making did seem repetitive probably spent in game time at least 30 mins if not more of
cooking and potion making.
Unfortunately the story wasn't compelling at all, had barely any depth all the monsters seemed like the same ones from
HOK II at least with the previous game they added new monsters these seemed like the same old ones all slogged
together.
Admittedly I did start off with the demo which gave me less of a grind since I had already had 50+ combat ability/100
fishing/80 archery/70 cooking 1000 food saved up.
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What was a disappointment was the demo basically gave the game away about 1/3 of the game; by the time I got
around to the other part the game felt considerably shorter.
What I thought was nice, but just made the game way to easy is the map access ability to go and buy items straight off;
none of that backtracking just straight up buying the items you need from the shopkeepers rather than visiting the
areas.
What I had enjoyed previously with the prior games was the casualness and the "Where's Waldo" of where all the
items are; there was little to none of that, I didn't have to stare hard at my screen to track down small hard to find
items, all the achievements could be earned as long as you waited and grinded it out.
All the quests were incredibly easy; just access the map buy the ingredients or hunt down the monsters rinse and
repeat.
. No real woman can stand this game right boys? love this game. Good game and I really enjoyed it, but it's also fairly
flat in depth. There really isn't a lot going on in it. Each battle plays out pretty much the same as the last, with some
variations due to differences in map design. Still, I enjoyed the unique combat and how the terrain worked well enough
to recommend it. I think everyone should check it out, but after you get how to fight/win there really isn't anything else
going on.. I like ww2 game and I like advance wars. So a ww2 advance wars clone should be awsome right? Well it
could have been, if this wasnt such a cheap low effort phone game. While the basics are ok, everything that made
advance wars interesting is missing. No story, no history details, or even any mission briefings. Campain is just a
bunch of randomly thrown together missions. No Co's (like playing as general Rommel or Pattan would have been so
hard to do). Only two armies that play exactly the same due to no CO's or unique units. Oh, and the AI is terrible,
which is made up by giving the computer a LOT more money and starting units. There is multiplayer but I never
touched it. And to top it all off, the crontrolls are bad. everyting is done with a single mouse button, which makes it
hard to cancel command and easy to make the wrong move. Overall a half baked rip off. Had potentail to be good, but
the devs decided to make a cash grab.
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